HONEYWELL PROVIDES FLIGHT OPERATORS
WITH HIGH-SPEED CONNECTIVITY AT LOW COST
WITH NEW SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS
SYSTEMS
News / Business aviation

Honeywell announced that it is providing business jet, airline and helicopter operators with
better connectivity choices thanks to the introduction of the Aspire 150 and Aspire 350
satellite communications systems. With Aspire 150 and 350, pilots can maintain up-to-date
information throughout their flight path, and operators can use this Connected Aircraft
technology to experience global, seamless high-speed connectivity in a small, lightweight
solution.
The Aspire 150 and 350 systems are simple to install, minimizing upgrade costs and aircraft
downtime. Both new Aspire systems are also smaller than previous generations and have
an embedded router, which helps reduce weight and boosts fuel savings.
The newest Aspire systems will provide Iridium Certus services, Iridium's next-generation
communications platform, on the new Iridium NEXT network. One of the largest technology
upgrades ever completed in space, Iridium NEXT will complete its launch in 2018, replacing
the existing Iridium network to meet the growing demand for global mobile
communications. By using Iridium Certus services, operators can reduce costs by up to 30
percent compared with legacy satellite communications offerings. Aspire 350 also supports
global Future Air Navigation System (FANS) datalink for pilots to take advantage of
preferred routing worldwide, and satellite voice capabilities.
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"Aspire 150 and 350 build upon the success of our previous systems in the air transport, business
jet, military and helicopter markets," said Warren Nechtman, vice president, Connectivity Systems,
Honeywell Aerospace. "These latest additions to the Aspire product line provide an easy upgrade
for aircraft with or without previously installed satellite communications equipment, increasing both
cockpit and cabin connectivity and enabling faster data speeds. And with an easy installation,
operators can upgrade to seamless, high-speed cockpit communication that fits their exact needs
and budget."
High-Speed Connectivity for Any Aircraft
The Aspire 150 provides affordable, fast, reliable connectivity. The system offers operators:
High-speed connectivity at a fraction of the cost. Operators can expect global, highspeed cockpit and cabin connectivity without the costs associated with installing a Ku- or Kaband system. Global coverage even extends to the polar regions.
Lightweight installations. The small antenna and lightweight system minimize weight and
decrease fuel costs compared with existing systems.
Access to apps. Honeywell's GoDirect® software is an optional component that offers
connectivity services to help manage bandwidth and improve cost efficiency. These services
include Honeywell's GoDirect Cabin Connectivity, which controls connectivity services and
usage, potentially saving operators up to $100,000 a year.
The Aspire 350 offers operators all the technical features of the Aspire 150 along with:
Cockpit safety services. The Aspire 350's main goal is to provide safety services such as
FANS and communication systems including Aircraft Communications Addressing and
Reporting System and air traffic control secure voice. The Aspire 350 features a separate
modem and antenna for safety services.
Dual satellite communications systems. Operators can install a second Honeywell
satellite communications solution with the Aspire 350. This gives higher reliability, increased
network coverage, improved efficiency, and less connection downtime for pilots, crew and
passengers. In the event the preferred system cannot operate, the backup system then takes
over.
An immediate connection. The satcom system does not have to wait for the Iridium Certus
network to operate. It can provide safety services over the current network, so operators
aren't waiting for the Iridium NEXT safety certification.
Both Aspire 150 and Aspire 350 can operate as standalone products to provide high-speed cabin
connectivity to smaller aircraft that cannot be equipped with a larger satcom system. The flexibility
of the Aspire products also allows for side-by-side operation with another cabin connectivity
solution, providing cockpit safety services and backup cabin connectivity.
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